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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

This chapter contains the explanation of implementation of the algorithm

into  the  program.  The  programming  languange  used  is  Python  3  and  uses

dataframe  as  its  structure  data.  Naive  Bayes  algorithm  use  a  wide  range  of

parameters depending on the data used. Based on the project data the parameter

are jenis_bandeng,cuaca,reseller,holiday,item sold.

This program works from reading CSV data, then doing a web scraping to

get a list of holidays in Indonesia that will be merged with original data directly,

after  all  parameters  and  data  is  fulfilled  then  the  data  will  be  changed  to  a

dataframe. From this dataframe can be done naive bayes calculation with 2015

data as training data  for preidction in the year 2016. Data 2016 was used for

training data as a prediction for 2017. For current predictions using 2017 data as

data training.
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5.1.1 GET NATIONAL HOLIDAY

The illustration above is code to get national holiday in Indonesia year

2017 from specific website. The url from website saved in variable url, then use

requests to get the website content and convert it into .txt that saved in variable

data. Next step is using BeautifulSoup for web scraping, with repetition looking

for table with specific conditions. Once found the table, it is searched for contet

that has time type inside the table, then finally input into the an array with name

prei2017.  The  last  step  is  to  convert  the  array  into  dataframe  with  the  name

libur17.

5.1.2 NAIVE BAYES CALCULATION PROCESS

After all data is complete, then Naive Bayes program can work. First of all

the  complete  dataframe is  imported  into  the  program,  then  the  calculation  of

Naive Bayes is executed in a function with the specified parameters. The next step

is a function that repeats as much data as there is, this function aims to calculate

bayes for each row of data available. Prediction and classification resultes are then

stored in form of dataframe.
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Illustration 5.1: Get National Holiday Code
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5.1.3 MAKING GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE

In  this  process  of  creating  graphic  user  interface  it  is  divided  into  2,

display and backend process. For display using the usual html format with title

and header as the opening, for menu options use dropdown list inside form. And

for the backend process use a python module called Flask. This module combine

the appearance of html with python programming, which serves as the caretaker

for menu selection and other functions in the program.

5.2 Testing

In this section, the data that will be used for testing is year 2017. This data

will be tested which use 2016 data as training data. And the prediction result for

2017 will be compared to the original data of 2017 to find the accucary level of

the predicted result as well as Naive Bayes accucary.

The  illustration  above  shows  the  results  of  predictions  that  have  been

compared with the original data. With testing on data in 2017, there were 168 total

data. The number of predictive data is the same as the original data as many as

102, then the results are calculated by the percentage that produces accucary of

60%
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Illustration 5.2: Percentage Result
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The illustration above is the difference amount of sold between original

data  and  recommendations.  The  data  used  is  data  on  year  2017 with  type  of

processed bandeng duri lunak is pindang. The blue lines show amount of sold

from  original  data,  and  green  line  show  the  recommendations  number.  The

recommendations number is obtained from data training in existing previous year

data, it also provide the most effective amount of milkfish that have been sold in

the same day.
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Illustration 5.3: Amount of sold difference graph
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Illustration above is the result of the prediction by classifying the class of

“Efektifitas”. Along with final count result of the Naive Bayes calculation. And

difference in “rekomendasi” data with “terjual_asli” from original data. Not all

data is in view due display limitations.
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Illustration 5.4: Prediction Result
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